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Abstract—In order to find an effective composition and
selection algorithm for Semantic Web of Things services,
concepts, “optimal semantic matching for service bipartite
graph”, “parameter dependency degree” and “set of Qos high-
quality solutions” are defined firstly. In the meanwhile, relevant
theorems are drawn out. Then combined with characteristics
of the service composition and selection problem, considering
influence factors: the local semantic matching between sub-
services, the global semantic matching between demands and
services, the dependencies between input and output param-
eters, and the Qos quality model for composite services, a
quality evaluation model Qos(CS) for composite services is
proposed here. After that, a dynamic service composition and
selection algorithm IC&S SWTS is designed based on the
quality evaluation model and genetic algorithm. With consid-
eration of above factors, the new algorithm effectively solves
problems in existing algorithms and further improves precision.
Finally, theoretical analysis and experimental results reveal the
validity of the proposed algorithm. And the algorithm provides
reasonable approximate optimal solutions at lower costs.

Index Terms—semantic web of things services, semantic
matching, dynamic service composition, bipartite graph match-
ing, genetic algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN 1999, Ashton first proposed the Internet of Things [1].
The original intention of the Internet of Things was to

realize the global sharing of information about things [1].
However, due to the lack of support of relevant knowledge,
the agents using the thing’s information may not be able
to accurately understand the received information and often
be ambiguous. The introduction of semantic annotation and
ontology [2] will greatly improve the ability of agents to
understand and reason related information, resulting in a
qualitative improvement in the function of the Internet of
Things, as shown in Fig.1 of [3]. This paper refers to this
smart Internet of Things as the Semantic Web of Things
(SWoT). Semantic Web of Things is not a simple overlay of
the Internet of Things and the Semantic Web, but an essential
promotion of the Internet of Things.

Web services use standard format information such as WS-
DL. Using semantic web technology to extend web services,
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semantic web services with semantic tag information can be
obtained [4]. Semantic Web of Things services and other
services are not completely divided [5]. If web services are
added electronic labels, Internet of Things services can be
generated [6]. After adding semantic annotations to Web
services and mapping them with physical entities, they have
the characteristics of Semantic Web of Things services [7].

However, the distribution and heterogeneity of the Seman-
tic Web of Things are doomed to the diversity and complexity
of requirements and the massiveness and heterogeneity of
services. At the same time, in Semantic Web of Things,
not only services and demands are dynamic, but also en-
vironments are dynamic. Therefore, it is difficult for users
to quickly obtain accurate and effective services. Semantic
Web technology provides a static semantic island, and it
cannot provide a global, dynamic, and effective Semantic
Web services for the Internet of Things [2]. Therefore, in
order to provide services that are adaptive in the Semantic
Web of Things, it is particularly important to seek efficient
service composition and selection methods.

Tang Yingying et al. [8] proposed a composition method
of web services based on event ontology. Liu Sipei et al. [9]
turned the concurrent service composition into a sequential
combination based on WSC. Chang Liang et al. [10] pro-
posed a DDL (X)-based semantic web service combination
method. Liu Yisong et al. [11] proposed a new semantic web
service discovery method based on clustering and bipartite
graph matching technology. Kelaidonis D et al. [12] proposed
a joint edge cloud IoT platform to support the combination
and distribution of semantic services. Neeraj Kumar et al.
[13] designed a new context-aware P2P service selection
and recovery algorithm. Rodriguez-Mier P et al. [14] defined
an integrated framework “ComposIT/iServe architecture” for
semantic web service discovery and composition. Bansal S
et al. [15] proposed a service combination technique based
on generalized semantics. Puttonen J et al. [16] proposed
a planning-based semantic web service composition frame-
work. Bekkouche A et al. [17] proposed a semantic web
service optimization combination method based on user-
constrained QoS perception. Chattopadhyay S et al. [18] pro-
posed a service composition framework, which can use the
semantic information of web services to generate different
clusters and use these clusters to build a combined solution.
Paulraj D et al. [19] proposed a new atomic service discovery,
composition and plan generation architecture based on the
abduction event calculus. Khanouche M E et al. [20] pro-
posed an intelligent service composition algorithm (CQCA)
based on clustering and QoS awareness.

The service resources are changed in real time, and the
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service composition and selection methods in above pa-
pers are mostly directed to static service information and
cannot effectively satisfy dynamic and composite require-
ments. At present, with the increase of service resources, a
large number of services with similar functional attributes
and different Qos (non-functional) attributes have emerged.
The above methods fail to comprehensively consider the
functional and non-functional factors of services. Qos-based
related research includes integer programming, heuristics,
and genetic algorithms [21]. Qos-based dynamic service
composition and selection is a multi-objective and multi-
constraint NP-Complete problem [22]. The genetic algorithm
is an intelligent optimization method, which has the charac-
teristics of parallel computing and group optimization. It has
been widely used to solve various NP-Complete problems
and service composition and selection problems [21-31]. The
research of dynamic service composition based on genetic
algorithms has become an important research direction in
Semantic Web of Things.

However, existing solutions [21-31] only consider the
overall quality characteristics of a composite service, only
based on Qos non-functional attribute values, without con-
sidering the overall validity of a composite service. When
designing related algorithms, the semantic matching rela-
tionship between sub-services in a composite service and
the dependency relationship between the input and output
parameters of each service are not taken into consideration.
Moreover, the existing solutions mostly use standard genetic
algorithms, and the standard genetic algorithms use fixed
mutation probability and crossover probability in an iterative
process. However, the population diversity and evolution of
different periods are different, and the fixed probabilities may
lead to premature convergence. Therefore, the probabilities
should be adjusted timely.

To sum up the above problems, taking into account the
local semantic matching between sub-services in a composite
service, the global matching between demands and services,
the dependency relationship between the input and output
parameters, and the QoS quality model for composite ser-
vices, a quality evaluation model Qos(CS) for composite
services is designed. Then a fitness function Fitness(CS)
is designed based on the evaluation model. After that, based
on genetic algorithm, an intelligent combination and selec-
tion algorithm IC&S SWTS for Semantic Web of Things
services is proposed. Finally, experiments prove the validity
of the algorithm.

II. RELATED DEFINITIONS

To facilitate the followup discussion and analysis, the fol-
lowing definitions are proposed based on related definitions
[5].

Definition 1: (Function Operation) A function operation
Fun can be formalized as a 7-tuple Fun = (Inf , In, Out,
FIO, Pre, Post, Qos):

(1) Fun: Fun represents the label of the function opera-
tion and is unique.

(2) Inf : Inf represents the feature description informa-
tion of Fun.

(3) In: In={in1, in2, · · · , inm} represents the input pa-
rameter set of Fun.

(4) Out: Out={out1, out2, · · · , outn} represents the out-
put parameter set of Fun.

(5) Pre: Pre={pre1, pre2, · · · , prel} represents a set
of preconditions, including semantic contexts, environment
contexts, device contexts, and user contexts and so on.

(6) Post: Post={post1, post2, · · · , postk} represents a
set of postconditions indicating the effect on the current state
after the execution of Fun.

(7) FIO: Represents the dependent function between out-
put parameters and input parameters of Fun, and is a
mapping from Out to the power set of In, FIO : Out→ 2In.

(8) Qos: Qos={Qos1, Qos2, Qos3, Qos4} represents a set
of non-functional attributes of Fun, including: execution
cost, execution time, availability, and reliability.

Any prei ∈ Pre or posto ∈ Post can be modeled as a
RDF triple [32]. Therefore, the semantic similarity between
prei and posto can be obtained according to the semantic
similarity between the triples [33]. The label, attributes,
parameters, and conditions of Fun mentioned above are all
described using domain ontology.

Definition 2: (Service) An abstract service S can be for-
malized as a 2-tuple S = (INF, FUN).

(1) S: S represents the label of the service and is unique.
(2) INF : INF represents the feature description infor-

mation of S.
(3) FUN : FUN={Fun1, Fun2, · · · , Funw} represents

a set of function operations provided by S.
Definition 3: (Service Request) A service request R can

be formalized as R=(InR, OutR, PreR, PostR, W ).
W is a threshold vector, ∀w ∈ W , w ∈ [0, 1]. W

represents a specific threshold set by the service demander,
such as the threshold of the quality of service Qos, or the
similarity threshold between service operations and requests.

Definition 4: (Composite Service) An abstract composite
service ACS can be represented as ACS=(ACINF , ASS).

(1) ACS: ACS represents the label of the service.
(2) ACINF : ACINF represents the feature description

information of ACS.
(3) ASS: ASS represents the set of abstract services with

successive activation relationships in the composite service
flow of ACS. ASS={S1, S2, · · · , Sw}, w = |ASS|.

Definition 5: (Service Class) Each basic abstract ser-
vice S corresponds to a specific service class S(class),
and the service class can be formally represented as
S(class)={s1, s2, · · · , su}. In S(class), s1, s2, · · · , su are
specific services with the same functional attributes and
different non-functional attributes. Use si to denote the
specific service indexed by i in S(class).

Definition 6: (Specific Composite Service) Each abstract
composite service ACS will correspond to a number of
specific composite services. A specific composite service CS
can be formalized as a 2-tuple CS = (CINF, SS).

(1) CS: CS represents the label of the service.
(2) CINF : CINF represents the feature description

information of CS.
(3) SS: SS denotes a set of specific services in CS’s

composite service flow. SS = {Si1
1 , S

i2
2 , · · · , Siw

w }, w =
|SS|. Any Sit

t ∈ SS (1 ≤ t ≤ w) represents a concrete
service indexed by it in an abstract service St.
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III. OPTIMAL SEMANTIC MATCHING METHOD FOR
SERVICE BIPARTITE GRAPH

The essence of local semantic matching is to solve the
problem of interface matching between two sub-services. The
semantic matching degree between service parameter sets
needs to be solved on the basis of the semantic matching
degree between the concepts of service parameters. The mea-
surement of the semantic matching degree between service
parameter sets can be solved by referring to the optimal
matching for bipartite graph [33]. For ease of discussion, the
definitions “match service of service request” and “service
bipartite graph” are given based on the definition 3 and
formulas (1) in [34].

Definition 7: (Match Service of Service Request) Given
a service request R=(InR, OutR, PreR, PostR, W ),
wS , wQos ∈ W , an abstract service S, and a composite
service CS, if R and CS satisfy the optimal semantic match-
ing degree[34] Sim(R,CS) ≥ wS , Qos(CS) ≥ wQos, CS
is considered to be a match service of R. In the service
database SD, if ∃CS ∈ SD, CS is a match service of
R, and ∀CSt ∈ SD,CS 6= CSt, satisfy Sim(R,CS) ≥
Sim(R,CSt) ≥ wS , Qos(CS) ≥ Qos(CSt) ≥ wQos, CS
is considered to be an optimal match service of R.

An abstract composite service can be regarded as a
composite service demand. The composite demand can be
decomposed into a plurality of subtasks, and each subtask
corresponds to an abstract service.

Definition 8: (Service Bipartite Graph) Given a composite
service CS ∈ SD and CS = (CINF, SS), for ∀Si−1, Si ∈
SS, there are two sets of service parameters related to Si−1
and Si, X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn} and Y = {y1, y2, · · · , ym}. A
service bipartite graph SG = (X,Y, L,DW ) is established,,
where X and Y are sets of parameter concept vertices, L
is a set of edges between concepts, and DW is a set of
edges weights. And for ∀x ∈ X , ∀y ∈ Y , < x, y >∈ L,
and DW (x, y) ∈ DW , DW (x, y) is the semantic concept
similarity D(x, y)[34].

The bipartite graph modeling process is relatively simple
and its algorithm complexity is |L| [5]. After a bipartite graph
modeled, the calculation of semantic matching degree for X
and Y can be converted into the solution of “optimal bipartite
matching” Max(X,Y ) by a classic “KM” algorithm [5].

The traditional matching method requires that the numbers
of nodes in two concept sets are the same when calculating
the optimal match. But in fact, the numbers of concepts in
two sets may not be the same. Deng Shuiguang et al. [5]
extended the optimal matching method for bipartite graph.

The extended optimal matching method can solve the
situation where the numbers of concepts in two sets are the
same or the number of concepts in the matched concept set
is less. However, it ignores the problem where the number of
concepts in the matched concept set is more and the matched
concept set cannot be completely covered.

Wang Haiyan et al. [33] further extended this method,
and the matching method obtained is no longer limited by
the number of parameters in concept sets. Referring to the
principle of extended optimal matching methods described
above, some extended definitions such as “optimal semantic
matching for service bipartite graph” are given.

Definition 9: (Extended Service Bipartite Graph) Given
a service bipartite graph SG = (X,Y, L,DW ), if |X| =

n < |Y |, then it is necessary to add l = |Y | − |X| virtual
vertices to X , the set of virtual vertices is represented as
X+={xn+1, xn+2, · · · , xn+l}. And for each x+ ∈ X+,
establish < x+, y >∈ L+ for all y ∈ Y for ∀ DW (x+, y) ∈
DW+, let DW (x+, y) = 0, and let X ′ = X+ ∪ X ,
L′ = L ∪ L+, DW ′ = DW ∪ DW+, so that an extended
service bipartite graph SG′ = (X ′, Y, L′, DW ′) can be
obtained. Similarly, if |X| > |Y |, an extended service
bipartite graph SG′ = (X,Y ′, L′, DW ′) can be obtained,
in which Y ′ = Y + ∪ Y .

Definition 10: (Semantic Matching for Service Bipar-
tite Graph) Given a service bipartite graph SG =
(X,Y, L,DW ), M(X,Y ) is a semantic matching of SG if
and only if:

(1) ∀ < x1, y1 >,< x2, y2 >∈ M(X,Y ), x1 6= x2, y1 6=
y2.

(2)
⋃
∀xi,yi∈M(X,Y ) xi = X ,

⋃
∀xi,yi∈M(X,Y ) yi = Y .

(3) ∀ < x, y >∈M(X,Y ), x↔ y.
Definition 11: (Optimal Semantic Matching for Service

Bipartite Graph) Given a service bipartite graph SG =
(X,Y, L,DW ):

(1) If |X| = |Y |, Max(X,Y ) is an optimal semantic
matching for SG if and only if: Max(X,Y ) is a semantic
matching for SG and for any semantic matching M(X,Y ),
Max(X,Y ) needs to satisfy

∑
DW∈Max(X,Y )DW ≥∑

D′W∈M(X,Y )D
′
W .

(2) If |X| < |Y |, an extended service bipartite graph
SG′ = (X ′, Y , L′, DW ′) is firstly established, and
then Max(X ′, Y ) is an optimal semantic matching for
SG, if and only if: Max(X ′, Y ) is a semantic match-
ing for SG, and for any semantic matching M(X ′, Y ),
Max(X ′, Y ) needs to satisfy

∑
DW∈Max(X′,Y ),DW 6=0DW

≥
∑

D′W∈M(X′,Y ),D′W 6=0D
′
W .

(3) If |X| > |Y |, an extended service bipartite graph
SG′ = (X,Y ′, L′, DW ′) is firstly established, and then
Max(X,Y ′) is an optimal semantic matching for SG, if
and only if: Max(X,Y ′) is a semantic matching for SG, and
for any semantic matching M(X,Y ′), Max(X,Y ′) needs to
satisfy

∑
DW∈Max(X,Y ′)DW ≥

∑
D′W∈M(X,Y ′)D

′
W .

Given two sets of concepts X and Y , after the bi-
partite graph is extended, an example in three different
cases is shown in Fig.1. The dashed box in Fig.1 repre-
sents the extended service concept vertices. When |X| =
|Y |, the optimal match after extension is M(X,Y ) =
{< x1, y2 >, < x2, y1 >, < x3, y3 >}. When |X| >
|Y |, the optimal match after extension is M(X,Y ′) =
< x1, y2 >,< x2, y1 >,< x3, y3 >. When |X| < |Y |, the
optimal match after extension is M(X ′, Y ) = { < x1, y2 >,
< x2, y1 >, < x3, y3 >}, where the extended edge
< x3, y3 > should be deleted, so the optimal match is
{< x1, y2 >, < x2, y1 >}.

The related theorems of the extended bipartite graph model
can refer to Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 in paper [5].

Definition 12: (Parameter Dependency Relationship be-
tween Services) Given a set of service operations FUN , for
∀ Funi, Funj ∈ FUN , if ∃ outs ∈ Outi, ∃ins ∈ Inj ,
satisfy outs ↔ ins, then there is a parameter depen-
dency relationship between Funi and Funj , expressed as
Funi

OI−−→ Funj . Max(Outi, Inj) is used to represent the
optimal bipartite matching for Outi and Inj .
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Fig. 1. The Extended Best Match in Three Cases

Definition 13: (Condition Dependency Relationship be-
tween Services) Given a set of service operations FUN , for
∀ Funi, Funj ∈ FUN , if ∃ posts ∈ Posti, ∃pres ∈ Prej ,
satisfy posts ↔ pres, then there is a condition dependency
relationship between Funi and Funj , expressed as Funi
Con−−−→ Funj . In this paper, posts and pres can be expressed

as RDF condition triples. Max(Posti, P rej) is used to
represent the optimal bipartite matching for Posti and Prej .

Given |Outi−1| = |Ini| = 3, if X and Y in Fig.1 are
replaced with Outi−1 and Ini respectively, the optimal
matching bipartite graph between Outi−1 and Ini can be
obtained based on the definition 11 and the KM algorithm.

Based on the above extended bipartite graph model and
related definitions, the formulas for the matching degree
between parameter sets of Si−1 and Si are obtained. (a): If
there is no successive activation relationship between Si−1
and Si. (b): If there is a successive activation relationship
between Si−1 and Si.

SIMDIO(Si−1, Si) =


0, (a)∑

DW∈Max(Outi−1,Ini)
DW

|Max(Outi−1, Ini)|
, (b)

(1)

SIMDCon(Si−1, Si) =


0, (a)∑

DW∈Max(Posti−1,Prei)
DW

|Max(Posti−1, P rei)|
, (b)

(2)

In the above formulas, SIMDIO(Si−1, Si) represents
the matching degree between Outi−1 of Si−1 and Ini of
Si, SIMDCon(Si−1, Si) represents the matching degree
between Posti−1 of Si−1 and Prei of Si.

Theorem 1: Given any composite service CS ∈ SD and
CS = (CINF, SS), for ∀ Si−1, Si ∈ SS, the following
properties hold:

(1) SIMDIO(Si−1, Si) ∈ [0, 1].
(2) SIMDCon(Si−1, Si) ∈ [0, 1].
Proof: It is easy to draw theorem 1 based on definition 8.
Based on the above analysis, Algorithm 1 (Service Param-

eter Semantic Matching Algorithm, abbreviated as SPSM) is
proposed.

IV. QUALITY EVALUATION MODEL BASED ON SEMANTIC
MATCHING DEGREE AND COMPOSITE SERVICE QUALITY

After solving the problem of local semantic matching, a
reasonable quality evaluation model for composite services
needs to be designed to solve the problem of global semantic
matching between requirements and composite services.

There are four main control structures involved in service
composition process, including sequential structure, selective

Algorithm 1: SPSM
Input: Service related concept sets X and Y .
Output: Max(X,Y ) and SIMD.

1 for ∀x ∈ X do
2 for ∀y ∈ Y do
3 < x, y >→ L;
4 Based on formulas (1) to (3) in [34], gets

DW (x, y) = D(x, y), DW (x, y)→ DW ;
5 end
6 end
7 Gets the service parameter bipartite graph
SG = (X,Y, L,DW );

8 Based on definition 11 and KM algorithm, gets the
optimal semantic matching Max(X,Y );

9 for ∀DW ∈Max(X,Y ) do
10 DW → SDW , NDW ++;
11 end
12 SIMD = SDW /NDW ;

structure, parallel structure and cyclic structure, as shown
in Fig.2. Because some technical methods (such as Critical
Path Algorithm, Loop Unfolding Algorithm, etc.) can be used
to convert other structures into sequential structures, some
papers only consider the sequential structure [35].
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Fig. 2. Control Structures Involved in Service Composition Process

The Qos non-functional attributes mainly include: execu-
tion cost, execution time, availability, and reliability. In a QoS
quality model, different non-functional attributes may have
different dimensions and dimension units, and sometimes
may differ by several orders of magnitude. The magnitude
difference will inevitably affect the aggregation and data
analysis of the Qos attribute values in a composite service,
thus affecting the validity of the quality model. In order to
eliminate the influence of dimensions, the data can be first
normalized according to Table I, so that each data is in the
same order of magnitude. Then, according to Table II, the
combined data of each Qos attribute is obtained, and then the
QoS comprehensive quality model is obtained and evaluated.

At present, most papers are compared with the Service
Matchmaking algorithm [5] when analyzing performance for
dynamic service composition and selecting algorithms. The
algorithm considers the optimal semantic matching between
user requirements and the input/output parameters of service
operations, and considers the dependency relationship be-
tween the output and input parameters of service operations.

However, the problem of interface and condition semantic
matching between multiple sub-services in a composite ser-
vice is not considered, so that the correctness of the data flow
between sub-services cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, the
Service Matchmaking algorithm [5] only considers “global
semantic matching” and does not consider the correctness
and validity of composite services based on “local semantic
matching”, and this is exactly the starting point of this paper.

At the same time, compared with other related papers
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TABLE I
NORMALIZED PROCESSING FUNCTIONS FOR EACH Qos ATTRIBUTE

Qos Attributes Normalized processing functions Fsp

Cost Fsp(Qoscost(CS)) = 1/Qoscost(CS)
Time Fsp(Qostime(CS)) = 1/Qostime(CS)

Availability Fsp(Qosavl(CS)) = ln(Qosavl(CS))
Reliability Fsp(Qosrel(CS)) = ln(Qosrel(CS))

[5,22-32,34], it is found that: (1) although the paper [33]
considers the data stream transmission among sub-services
within a composite service and considers the semantic
matching for condition parameters, it does not consider
the dependency relationship between the input and output
parameters of a service (operation); (2) although the paper
[5] considers the dependency relationship between the input
and output parameters of a service (operation), it does not
consider the data stream transmission among sub-services
within a composite service. And the paper [5] only considers
the global parameter matching degree between the request
R and the service S from the perspective of the input and
output parameter dependence, and does not consider the
impact of the input and output parameter dependency on the
validity of composite service; (3) the method for parameter
semantic matching degree proposed in [25,30,36,38] does not
consider whether input parameters of a subsequent service
are completely covered or not; (4) the paper [37] considers
the local semantic matching of services, but does not consider
the impact of condition dependency in composite services,
so there is a problem that the global efficiency of composite
services is low.

In order to solve the above problems, this paper will take
into account the local and global semantic matching to design
a quality evaluation model to cope with the problem of
dynamic service composition and selection.

The Web Services Registration Model(WSRM) [5] sup-
ports the semantic tagging of service interfaces and the dec-
laration of interface dependencies. The following discussion
is based on this model, and definitions 14 to 15 are proposed
in conjunction with relevant definitions and examples in [5].

Definition 14: (The Input Parameter Set Dependent on by
an Output Parameter). Given a function operation Fun =
(Inf , In, Out, FIO, Pre, Post, Qos), for ∀ outt ∈ Out,
satisfy FIO(outt) ⊆ In. For ∀ in ∈ In, if the output
parameter outt depends on the input parameter in, then
in is called the input parameter that outt depends on, and
FIO(outt) is called the input parameter set that outt depends
on.

Definition 15: (Parameter Dependency Degree of an Out-
put Parameter) Given a service operation Fun = (Inf ,
In, Out, FIO, Pre, Post, Qos), for ∀ outt ∈ Out,
satisfy FIO(outt) ⊆ In. The closeness degree of the output
interface parameter outt depending on the input parameter
set In can be expressed as DF (outt) = |FIO(outt)|/|In|. If
DF (outt) = 1, outt is said to be dependent on In, expressed
as outt → In. If DF (outt) = k < 1, outt is said to be
partially depends on In, expressed as outt

k−→ In.
Based on the above formulas, definitions, and analysis,

a quality evaluation model Qos(CS) based on semantic
matching and composite service quality is proposed:

Qos(CS) =WA ∗QosA(CS) +WB ∗QosB(CS)
+WC ∗QosC(CS) +WD ∗QosD(CS) (3)

Where,

QosA(CS) = α ∗QosIO(CS) + β ∗Qoscon(CS) (4)

QosB(CS) =
1∏

i=|CS|

SIMD(Outi−1,
⋃

outt∈Outi

FIO(outt))

(5)

QosC(CS) =
∑

outt∈OutR

[SIMD(outt,MaxF (R,CS, outt))∗∏
ins∈FIO(MaxF (R,CS,outt))

SIMD(ins,

MaxF (R,CS, ins))]/|OutR| (6)

QosD(CS) =
4∑

k=1

wk ∗Qosk(CS) (7)

MaxF (R,CS, outt) = {outs|(outt, outs) (8)

∈Max(OutR, OutCS)}

QosIO(CS) = (
∑

Si∈CS

SIMDIO(Si−1, Si))/|CS| (9)

Qoscon(CS) = (
∑

Si∈CS

SIMDcon(Si−1, Si))/|CS| (10)

CS is a composite service. The weight coefficients satisfy
WA + WB + WC + WD = 1 and

∑4
k=1 wk = 1.

QosA(CS) measures the global matching degree of the
interface parameters and condition parameters between the
sub-services in a composite service. It evaluates the deliv-
ery of data flows between sub-services to ensure seamless
connectivity between sub-services of a composite service.
QosB(CS) considers the influence of the dependency be-
tween the output and input parameters on the validity of
a composite service. QosB(CS) starts from the last sub-
service, for ∀ outt ∈ Outi finds FIO(outt) and obtain-
s

⋃
outt∈Outi

FIO(outt). Based on this, obtains SIMD
(Outi−1,

⋃
outt∈Outi

FIO(outt)). Considering all matching
degree synthetically, it obtains the dependency of the output
parameters on the input parameters in a composite service.
The higher the dependency degree is, the more reasonable
the composite service is. QosC(CS) considers the global
parameter matching degree between a request R and a service
CS from the perspective of the input and output parameter
dependence. QosD(CS) is CS’s QoS quality model.

Based on the above analysis, the following Algorithm 2
are proposed.

Theorem 2: For any one composite service CS =
(CINF , SS), the following properties hold:

(1) QosA(CS) ∈ [0, 1].
(2) QosB(CS) ∈ [0, 1].
(3) QosC(CS) ∈ [0, 1].
(4) QosD(CS) ∈ [0, 1].
Proof : (1) From Theorem 1, it can be seen that

SIMDIO(Si−1, Si) ∈ [0, 1] and SIMDCon(Si−1, Si) ∈
[0, 1]. Therefore, QosIO(CS) ∈ [0, 1] and QosCon(CS) ∈
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TABLE II
VARIOUS QOS ATTRIBUTE COMBINATION RULES FOR DIFFERENT CONTROL STRUCTURES

Qos Attributes Order Structure Selection Structure Parallelism Structure Loop Structure

Cost
∑

si∈CS Qoscost(Si)
∑

si∈CS Qoscost(Si) ∗ pi
∑

si∈CS Qoscost(Si) k ∗Qoscost(Si)

Time
∑

si∈CS Qostime(Si)
∑

si∈CS Qostime(Si) ∗ pi Maxsi∈CS(Qostime(Si)) k ∗Qostime(Si)

Availability
∏

si∈CS Qosavl(Si)
∏

si∈CS Qosavl(Si) ∗ pi Minsi∈CS(Qosavl(Si)) (Qosavl(Si)
k)

Reliability
∏

si∈CS Qosrel(Si)
∏

si∈CS Qosrel(Si) ∗ pi Minsi∈CS(Qosrel(Si)) (Qosrel(Si)
k)

Algorithm 2: Qos
Input: A composite service CS = (CINF, SS),

weight coefficients α, β, WA, WB , WC and
WD.

Output: Qos(CS).
1 for ∀Si−1, Si ∈ SS do
2 Call algorithm 1 to get SIMDIO(Si−1, Si) and

SIMDCon(Si−1, Si);
3 SIMDIO(Si−1, Si)→ SUMIO;
4 SIMDCon(Si−1, Si)→ SUMCon;
5 end
6 Based on formulas (4), (9) and (10), get QosA(CS).
7 for ∀Si−1, Si ∈ SS do
8 for ∀outt ∈ Outi do
9 FIO(outt)→ InFIO

i ;
10 end
11 Call algorithm 1 to get SIMD(Outi−1, In

FIO
i );

12 end
13 Based on formulas (5), get QosB(CS);
14 for ∀outt ∈ OutR do
15 Call algorithm 1 to get Max(OutR, OutS);
16 Get MaxF (R,CS, outt) by the formula (8);
17 Call algorithm 1 to get

SIMDA(outt,MaxF (R,CS, outt));
18 for ∀outs ∈MaxF (R,S, outt) do
19 FIO(outs)→ InFIO

s ;
20 end
21 for ∀ins ∈ InFIO

s do
22 Call algorithm 1 to get

SIMD(ins,MaxF (R,CS, ins));
23 SIMDB = SIMDB ∗ SIMD;
24 end
25 SIMDAB = SIMDA ∗ SIMDB ;
26 QosC(CS) = QosC(CS) + SIMDAB ;
27 end
28 QosC(CS) = QosC(CS)/|OutR|;
29 According to the service quality method for composite

services (Table I and Table II), obtains QosD(CS)
30 Get Qos(CS) by the formula (3).

[0, 1]. Since weight coefficient α and β satisfy α + β = 1,
QosA(CS) ∈ [0, 1] is obtained.

(2) Since
⋃

outt∈Outi
FIO (outt) ⊆ Ini, SIMD(Outi−1,⋃

outt∈Outi
FIO (outt)) ∈ [0, 1] can be known from Theorem

1. Therefore, QosB(CS) ∈ [0, 1].
(3) From Theorem 1, it can be seen that SIMD(ins,

MaxF (R, CS, ins)) ∈ [0, 1]. Then get
(
∏

ins∈FIO(MaxF (R,CS,outt))
SIMD(ins, MaxF (R, CS,

ins))) * SIMD (outt, MaxF (R, CS, outt)) ∈ [0, 1].
Such that,

∑
outt∈OutR [SIMD (outt, MaxF (R,

CS, outt)) *
∏

ins∈FIO(MaxF (R,CS,outt))
SIMD(ins,

MaxF (R, CS, ins))] ∈ [0, |OutR|]. Therefore,
QosC(CS) ∈ [0, 1] is obtained.

(4) Easy to know, 1 ≤ k ≤ 4, Qosk(CS) ∈ [0, 1], weight
coefficients satisfy

∑4
k=1 wk = 1. Therefore, QosD(CS) ∈

[0, 1].
Theorem 3: Given a composite service CS ∈ SD and

CS = (CINF, SS), Qos(CS) ∈ [0, 1] holds.
Proof : It is easy to prove by Theorem 2.
At the same time, inspired by the definitions “the pareto

solution” [30] and “the skyline service” [39], the definitions
“Qos-dominant relationship between services” and “set of
Qos high-quality solutions for services” are proposed.

Definition 16: (Qos-dominant Relationship between Ser-
vices) For ∀ CSi, CSj ∈ SD, each service has Qos attributes
including QosA, QosB , QosC and QosD. For any one Qos
attribute Qosk(CS) ∈ {QosA, QosB , QosC , QosD} (see
formulas (4) to (7)), there exits Qosk(CSi) ≥ Qosk(CSj).
And ∃ Qost(CSi) ∈ {QosA, QosB , QosC , QosD}, satisfies
Qost (CSi) > Qost(CSj), then CSi is Qos-dominated
CSj , expressed as CSi > QosCSj .

Definition 17: (Set of Qos High-quality Solutions for
Services) For ∀ CSi ∈ SD, if @ CSj ∈ SD satisfies CSj

>Qos CSi, then the set of all the service that is not Qos-
dominant by other services is called the set of Qos high-
quality solutions. The set of Qos high-quality solutions can
be formally expressed as: HQS = {CSi ∈ SD | @ CSj ∈
SD, CSj >Qos CSi}.

V. INTELLIGENT COMBINATION AND SELECTION
ALGORITHM FOR SEMANTIC WEB OF THINGS SERVICES

Multi-objectives and multi-constraints problems need to
resolve the conflict between multiple objectives. It requires a
trade-off between multiple objectives to obtain a set of high-
quality solutions satisfying the constraints [22]. The Qos-
based dynamic service composition and selection problem
is a multi-objectives and multi-constraints problem and has
been proved to be a NP-Complete problem [40]. Genetic
algorithm has many characteristics, such as parallel, intel-
ligent, global convergence and linear time complexity, and
is suitable for solving such problems [41]. Compared with
the traditional multi-objectives optimization method, only the
objective function and fitness function of genetic algorithm
need to be set without providing any other heuristic knowl-
edge related to the application background of the problem
[22].

At present, there are many related papers on service com-
position and selection based on genetic algorithm [21-31,40].
It is found that the use of genome, gene bit and multiple
operators in genetic algorithm can be a good representation
of the local and global semantic matching. Therefore, this pa-
per will design a dynamic service composition and selection
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algorithm based on the multi-objectives and multi-constraints
genetic algorithm.

The algorithm encodes a service composition process as a
chromosome, generates new chromosomes more in line with
user requirements through crossover, mutation, and selection
operations between chromosomes. This iterative process is
continuously performed to achieve parallel global search in
the solution space. When the algorithm stops, chromosomes
those meets user’s needs are obtained. The relevant design
steps of the algorithm are as follows.

Coding designs usually use integer coding. A composite
service can be encoded as a genome (chromosome) and
an abstract sub-service in the composite service can be
represented as a gene bit. The range of the gene bit is related
to the candidate set of specific services for the corresponding
abstract sub-service. A decimal number can be used to
represent the serial number of a specific service in a service
class and correspond to a gene bit. An example of genome
is shown in Fig.3.
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Fig. 3. Genomic Coding Design

Suppose an abstract composite service ACS consists of n
abstract services S1, S2, · · · , Sn. Each abstract service Si

corresponds to a service class, and each service class contains
m candidate specific services {S1

i , S2
i , · · · , Sm

i }. In a spe-
cific composite service {Si1

1 , Si2
2 , · · · , Sin

n }, Sit
t represents

a specific service for St with the serial number it. Since a
genome consists of n gene bits and the genome length is
fixed, service class numbers can be omitted, and only one
decimal number is used to indicate the serial number of a
specific service in it’s service class, and correspond to one
gene bit.
Qos(CS) in formula (3) can be defined as an objective

function. Then, the fitness function Fitness(CS) can be
constructed by using a penalty function method to inte-
grate the global limit with the objective function Qos(CS).
Fitness(CS) is used to calculate the fitness of each genome
in the population, and the genome is selected according to
it’s fitness. The higher the fitness is, the greater the chance
that the genome participates in constructing a new population
is.

Combined with roulette and the optimal individual p-
reservation method, each generation of Qos high-quality

solutions is stored in a set of high-quality solutions. And
then the individuals are selected for crossover and variation
by roulette method. Adopt the multi-parent and two-point
crossing method. Firstly, it is necessary to determine two
crossover positions in multiple parent individuals, and then
exchange gene strands between the two crossover positions
among parent individuals. The crossover positions can be
selected based on Qos, as shown in Fig.4. The mutations
are randomly disturbed and randomly mutated according to
mutation probability. A gene is randomly selected (ie, an
abstract service in the service composition process), and a
candidate service corresponding to the gene is randomly used
to replace the current specific service, as shown in Fig.5.
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Fig. 5. Mutation Operation

Three stop conditions in the process of evolution are
set. Stop condition 1, set the maximum number of evolu-
tionary generation in advance, if the number of generation
is larger than the maximum, the evolution is terminated.
Stop condition 2, when a new generation of population is
generated, the difference between the mean value of fitness
functions in the new population and the mean value of
fitness functions in the previous generation is calculated to
determine whether the difference is less than the threshold
value. If the difference is less than the threshold value, it
means the fitness function of the new generation do not
change much, and the evolution will be terminated [42].
Stop condition 3, calculate the mean square deviation of
the fitness functions in the new population, which represents
the diversity and evolution degree of the population. When
the mean square deviation is greater than the threshold, the
iteration is stopped [43]. If one of the three conditions is
satisfied, the algorithm is stopped, and the set of Qos high-
quality solutions in the current population is output, or after
the solutions are sorted in conjunction with the user context
(Sort(SP ′) in step 28 in algorithm 3), the sorted results is
recommended to users.

Different from the fitness function of traditional genetic
algorithms, the objective function of the fitness function
proposed in this paper is composed of four parts, includ-
ing QosA(CS), QosB(CS), QosC(CS) and QosD(CS).
Considering the heterogeneity and priority of each part, this
paper sets weight for each part. The fitness value of each
chromosome is obtained from these four parts and the penalty
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coefficient, which respectively represent the chromosome
adaptability from different angles. Refer to formula (11) for
the definition of the fitness function.

Fitness(CS) = Qos(CS)− τ
4∑

k=1

(4Qk/(Q
max
k −Qmin

k ))2

(11)

Qmax
k represents the maximum value in the kth constraint.

Qmin
k represents the smallest value in the kth constraint.

There are four constraints, namely, execution cost, execution
time, availability and reliability. Qk represents the value of
operations for some constraints or the value of a related
constraint on service CS. 4Qk [21] is defined as follows.

4Qk =


Qk −Qmax

K , Qmax
k < Qk

0, Qmin
k ≤ Qk ≤ Qmax

k

Qmin
k −Qk, Qk < Qmin

k

(12)

Theorem 4: Given a composite service CS ∈ SD and
CS = (CINF, SS), CS satisfies Fitness(CS) ∈ [0, 1].

Proof : The proof is easily derived by Theorem 3 and
standard deviation method [44].

Mutation operator is used as auxiliary operator because
of its local search ability, and the mutation probability is
generally lower. Crossover operator is used as the main
operator because of its global search ability. With the evolu-
tion of population, the diversity of population will continue
to improve. In order to avoid the occurrence of premature
convergence, the crossover probability and mutation proba-
bility should be higher in the initial stages and lower in the
later stages [45]. Therefore, in this paper, the mean square
deviation MSE(SP ) of fitness functions for the population
SP is used to set the coefficient γ of crossover probability
cp and mutation probability mp as follows.

Average F (P ) =
∑
p∈P

Fitness(p)/|P | (13)

MSE(P ) =
∑
p∈P

(Fitness(p)−Average F (P ))2/|P |

(14)

γ = 1−MSE(P ) ∗ g/gmax (15)

Based on the above analysis, an intelligent combination
and selection algorithm for Semantic Web of Things services
(abbreviated as IC&S SWTS) is proposed, as shown in
Algorithm 3.

VI. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS

The datasets EEE-05 and ICEBE-05 are used primarily
for service discovery and service composition competitions.
This paper selects the Composition Dataset from the dataset
ICEBE-05. The Composition Dataset contains 26,904 WSDL
files for web services, 100 of which were selected in this
paper. Based on the reference and call relationships between
these services, relevant networks are formed and tested. In
the service dataset, each QoS parameter for each service

Algorithm 3: IC&S SWTS

Input: Service Population SP,gmax,cpmax,mpmax.
Output: Sorted solutions Result.

1 Initialize population SP, |SP | = N ;
2 cpmax → cp; mpmax → mp;
3 for ∀CS ∈ SP do
4 Call algorithm 2 to calculate the objective function

Qos(CS);
5 Calculate Fitness function Fitness(CS) by formula

(11);
6 end
7 g = 1;
8 while g ≤ gmax do
9 ∅ → Temp; ∅ → SP ′;

10 Select HQS(SP )→ SP ′ ;
11 Select(SP − SP ′, |Temp| − |SP ′|) ∪ SP ′ →

Temp;
12 for ∀cs1, cs2, · · · , cst ∈ Temp do
13 cross index = Max Qos(cs1, cs2, · · · , cst);
14 Crossover(cs1, cs2, · · · , cst, cross index) →

Temp;
15 end
16 Mutation(Temp,mp)→ Temp;
17 Select HQS(SP ∪ Temp)→ SP ′;
18 SP = SP ′ ∪ Select(SP − SP ′, N − |SP ′|);
19 Average F (SP ′) → average f [g];
20 if average f [g] - average f [g − 1]) ≤ θ1 or

MSE(SP ) ∗ g/gmax ≥ θ2 then
21 break;
22 else
23 γ = 1−MSE(SP ) ∗ g/gmax;
24 γ ∗ cp→ cp; γ ∗mp→ mp;
25 end
26 g++;
27 end
28 Sort(SP ′);

is assigned randomly. All attribute information (including
interface parameters, etc.) of the services are semantically
annotated using the domain ontology concept tree selected
from the WordNet concept library. In the same way, service
demands are also semantically annotated using domain on-
tology sources [46-47]. In order to verify the feasibility and
validity of the method proposed in this paper, experiments
select Intel Core 1.00GHz, 4.00GB RAM and Windows
XP environment to conduct comparative experiments on
algorithms.

The main factors affecting the performance of service
algorithms include the number of service classes (number
of tasks) in composite services, the number of candidate
services in each service class, and the fitness function.

The number of service class n is set to 6. The number of
candidate services in each service class is m, m ∈ [10, 100].
The size of service population N is 50. With the changes
of m, the maximum number of evolutionary generations
gmax is adjusted accordingly, gmax ∈ [100, 400]. The
maximum crossover probability cpmax is 1 and the maximum
mutation probability mpmax is 0.01. The weight coefficients
in formula (3) are WA = WB = WC = 0.2 and WD = 0.4,
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respectively. The weight coefficients α and β in formula (4)
are both set to 0.5. For ∀ k ∈ [1, 4], the weight coefficient
wk in formula (7) is set to 0.25. The dynamic service
composition and selection problem is transformed into multi-
objective and multi-constrained optimization problem based
on formula (11) and genetic algorithm. At the same time,
within the range of quality parameters, four quality of
service parameters are randomly generated for each candidate
service.

Algorithms SM−based [33] and ServiceMatchmaking
[5] are the starting point of this paper. Algorithm
ServiceMatchmaking considers the dependency relation-
ship between the output and the input parameters of services.
It focuses on “global semantic matching” and does not con-
sider the correctness and validity of composite services based
on “local semantic matching”. And the algorithm is not im-
plemented using genetic algorithm. Algorithm SM − based
considers “local semantic matching”, takes into account the
semantic matching of interface parameters and the semantic
matching of condition parameters, and is solved by genetic
algorithm. At the same time, this paper also selects the
CQCA algorithm [20] for comparative experiments. CQCA
algorithm proposed by Khanouche M E is an intelligent
service composition algorithm based on clustering and QoS
perception. The algorithm divides the candidate services into
multiple clusters, where each cluster corresponds to a QoS
level. It uses the utility function to filter candidate services,
and constructs a search tree to find approximate optimal
combinations.

Algorithm IC&S SWTS designed in this paper takes
into account “global semantic matching” and “local se-
mantic matching”. In it’s objective function, QosA(CS)
evaluates data flows between sub-services to ensure seamless
connection between sub-services in a composite service
[33], QosC(CS) considers the global parameter matching
degree between a request R and a service CS [5], and
QosD(CS) is a QoS quality model for composite services.
QosB(CS) is designed based on papers [5,34]. It uses
the dependency function FIO to represent SIMD(Outi−1,⋃

outt∈Outi
FIO(outt)). It obtains the total dependence de-

gree of output parameters on input parameters among all the
sub-services in a composite service, as shown in formula
(5). The higher the QosB(CS) is, the more validity CS is.
Specific definitions can refer to formulas (4) to (7).

Dynamic service composition and selection algorithms
should be able to dynamically and timely respond to service
requirements and provide more accurate services. Therefore,
time performance and result accuracy are tested in this paper.

It can be seen from Fig.6.(a) and Fig.6.(b) that the time
performance of the algorithm CQCA [20], the algorithm
SM−based [33], the algorithm ServiceMatchmaking [5]
and the new algorithm IC&S SWTS are similar. Among
them, the fitness function of the algorithm IC&S SWTS
is the formula (11). As the number of candidate services
changes, the time consumption of IC&S SWTS is slightly
higher, but the time curves of the four algorithms are
basically linearly increasing and are relatively close.

The maximum time difference between the algorithm
IC&S SWTS and the algorithm SM − based is 0.8 sec-
onds, the maximum time difference between the algorithm
IC&S SWTS and the algorithm ServiceMatchmaking

is less than 1.1 seconds, and the maximum time difference
between the algorithm IC&S SWTS and the algorithm
CQCA is less than 1.6 seconds. These results show that
although QosB(CS) and QosC(CS) have been newly added
in IC&S SWTS, these two assessment factors have less
impact on time performance and their time consumption is
negligible.

Fig.6.(a) and Fig.6.(b) show that as the number of candi-
date services increases and the maximum number of evolu-
tionary generations changes, IC&S SWTS’s runtime does
not change drastically. This shows that the preset problem
size and execution time can basically meet most of require-
ments.

In Fig.6.(c), the fitness function of IC&S SWTS′ con-
tains only QosA(CS), QosC(CS) and QosD(CS), not
including QosB(CS). When testing IC&S SWTS′, the
weights in formula (3) need to be adjusted to WA = WC

= 0.3, WB = 0, and WD = 0.4. As can be seen from
Fig.6.(c), the assessment factor QosB(CS) has little effect
on IC&S SWTS’s runtime.

Fig.6.(d), Fig.6.(e), and Fig.6.(f) analyze the precision of
algorithms. The precision is defined as follows: the precision
ratio of service = (the number of services that can actually
meet user’s needs)/(the number of returned services that
satisfy user’s needs). The precision of each algorithm is
calculated.

The comparison of the algorithm IC&S SWTS with
the other three algorithms is shown in Fig.6.(d). Through
comparison and analysis, it is found that the algorithm
ServiceMatchmaking focuses on “global semantic match-
ing”, does not consider the correctness and validity of com-
posite services based on “local semantic matching”, and its
precision is slightly lower. Since SM − based does not con-
sider the dependency relationship between input and output
parameters in an operation, its validity and precision is also
slightly lower. The CQCA algorithm can shorten the time
to a certain extent, but it does not consider the correctness
and validity of composite services based on “local semantic
matching”, resulting in a slightly lower effectiveness of the
composite service. The algorithm IC&S SWTS has the
highest precision.

In Fig.6.(e), the second algorithm is IC&S SWTS′.
The fitness function in IC&S SWTS′ does not include
QosB(CS). IC&S SWTS′ is used to test the effect of
QosB(CS) on the validity of results. It can be seen that the
precision of IC&S SWTS′ is lower. To further measure
the effect of QosB(CS) on the validity, weight coefficients
in formula (3) need to be adjusted to three cases, namely:
(a) WA = WB = WC = 0.2, WD = 0.4; (b) WA = WC =
0.22, WB = 0.16, WD = 0.4; (c) WA = WC = 0.25, WB

= 0.1, WD = 0.4. In Fig.6.(f), the three cases correspond
to IC&S SWTS, IC&S SWTS1 and IC&S SWTS2.
It can be seen that as the weight coefficient of QosB(CS)
decreases, the precision decreases.

After analysis, it is found that QosB(CS) has a large
impact on the precision of results. The fitness function
model and IC&S SWTS proposed in this paper can obtain
better composite service results. The ratio of approximate
optimal solutions obtained by IC&S SWTS reaches more
than 95%, which is higher than other algorithms. In short,
IC&S SWTS can provide reasonable approximate optimal
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Fig. 6. Experiment Analysis

solutions on the premise of lower cost.

VII. CONCLUSION

As a kind of intelligent Internet of Things, SWoT should
be able to provide efficient and dynamic services for users in
a timely manner. However, the existing static Web services
composition methods basically cannot meet the real-time
and dynamic requirements, and cannot realize the matching
and discovery of dynamic service resources. Therefore, the
research on dynamic service composition and selection is
particularly important. At present, the Qos-based dynamic
service composition and selection problem is an important
research direction in SWoT.

In this paper, the model Qos(CS) based on the se-
mantic matching degree and the composite service quality

is designed. Then, the fitness function Fitness(CS) and
the dynamic service composition and selection algorithm
IC&S SWTS are designed. Finally, by comparing ex-
periments with existing related algorithms, the validity of
IC&S SWTS is proved. The algorithm IC&S SWTS
takes into account the “global semantic matching” and “local
semantic matching”, and the assessment factor QosB(CS)
proposed here has a greater impact on the precision. There-
fore, the new algorithm IC&S SWTS can have better
performance in terms of time performance and precision.
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